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Guest Program: Constructing a Photograph by
Phil Bekker



 Tell a friend Share

Thursday, October 27, 2016
7:30 PM

Unitarian Universalist Congregation of Atlanta
1911 Cliff Valley Way Ne, Atlanta, GA (map)

Atlanta professional photographer Phil Bekker will cover all the considerations necessary to
achieve a successful outcome. What do you think about, and do, to create a compelling image?
We all have our own conscious and unconscious methods and approaches - some meticulous
and detailed, and some haphazard and spontaneous. What works and why?

About Phil Bekker

Born and raised in Rhodesia ( Zimbabwe ), Phil studied photography in both South Africa and
England and moved to the Unites States in 1986, where he achieved his MFA. He has up until
recently, taught at the college level for over 30 years as lead instructor and also department
director, with his students achieving more awards than any other photography college in the
United States.

He has been practicing in his own commercial photography business since 1984 and his
clients have included; Pierre Cardin, Mercedes Benz, Coca Cola, Georgia Power, Southern Sun
Hotels, San Destin Resorts, Playtex, Corporate Aircraft Partners, Unilever, and Sherwin
Williams, to name a few.

Phil’s personal work is in private and corporate collections worldwide and has appeared in
many awards publications, including over 20 of Graphis’s ‘Photography’, ‘Poster’ ‘Nudes’,
‘Collections’ and ‘New Talent’ ( interviews and cover quotes ) annuals. He had been
represented by the Fay Gold Gallery in Atlanta for nineteen years, The Works Gallery in Costa
Mesa, California and more recently Hagedorn Foundation Gallery in Atlanta. He is actively
involved in the photographic community and frequently gives presentations of his work and
judges competitions.

Phil’s website is www;bekker.com and you can follow him on Instagram ( Phil Bekker
Photography as well as on Facebook ( both Phil Bekker Photo Educator and Phil Bekker
Photography )
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